June 10, 2019

Divani Apollon Palace & Thalasso
09∶00-16∶00

Paul J. Zak

Neuroscientist. Prolific Author.
Public Speaker.

#Trust Factor

The Science of Creating
High-Performance Companies
A culture of trust was among the most powerful
predictors economists had ever found to explain
why some countries are prosperous while others
are poor.
Trust is no longer optional for organizations
that want to attract and retain the best people
and achieve the best results.
Welcome to a “trust’’ journey, where you will learn
and practice tools to transform your organization
from inside out and maintain a business
competitive advantage.

Welcome to the Trust Factor!

Join us and you will
• Learn how to attract and retain
the best people and achieve
the best results.
• Find the key to supporting an
engaging, encouraging and positive
culture that keeps employees
energized and high-performing.
• Discover how trust affects brain
activity and motivates a desire
to make an extra effort to reach
organizational goals.

Who Should Join
• All CEOs and C-Level Executives
who wish to find a solid framework
that enables them to cultivate and
sustain a culture of trust within their
organizations.
• All HR Directors who want to discover
processes and tools to support an
organizational culture that nurtures,
boosts and sustains trust.
• All senior managers who want
to empower their ability of
successfully leading and engaging
their teams.

Agenda
09∶00-09∶30

Registration & Coffee

09∶30-11∶00

PART I The neuroscience of high-trust organizations
Trust in the brain: Join Paul Zak in an analysis of how his laboratory experiments prove that whenever
we enjoy other people’s trust, our brain synthesizes and releases oxytocin, a hormone that activates a
brain network that makes us more empathic.
Trust at work: According to research 55% of CEO’s globally recognize a trust deficit that threatens
their organizations but lack a concrete framework that shows them how to anticipate and avoid it.
Learn new approaches and best practices that showcase that Organizational Trust can be methodically
and successfully cultivated.
The performance leverage generated by trust: Have you ever wondered to which extent a trust-based
culture can boost your people performance, enabling you to achieve your organizational goals?
Paul Zak presents survey insights from working adults, that indicate the extent to which trust leverages
performance in key indicators that keep CEOs awake at night.

11∶00-11∶30

Coffee Break

11∶30-12.00

First official presentation of the OFactor Organizational Trust
Survey Report for Greece
Paul Zak’s OFactor Organizational Trust Survey evaluates work environment, leadership practices,
and organizational factors associated with high trust cultures and effective teams. It is the first
time that Greece is included in the OFactor Survey.
Join Paul Zak in a breakthrough analysis of:
•The current level of Organizational trust in Greece
•A solid advisory on what Greek companies should do to gain the performance benefits of trust

12∶00-13∶00

PANEL DISCUSSION
The Survey Presentation will be followed by a panel discussion, attended by reputable
C-Suite professionals who comment on the survey findings, sharing views and insights
from their Organizations.

13∶00- 13∶30

Coffee Break

13∶30-14∶30

PART III Building a culture of trust
Paul Zak presents his pioneering management tool, called the OFactor, and describes an
eight-step trust-boosting program that every organization can use to reach peak performance
and maintain happy and healthy employees. Join us in a unique discussion on:
• Changing behavior at work: The 8 key pillars that determine the trust level in your organizations:
Ovation, Expectation, Yield, Transfer, Openness, Caring, Investing and building Natural
Organizations.
• Examples of microlearning modules to change behavior: A mind triggering discussion that will
analyze effective ways to raise trust, receiving actionable results and quantitative impact.

14∶30-15∶00

Q&A’s and Conclusions

15∶00 -16∶00

Exclusive buffet lunch at the Mythos by Divani restaurant
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